Lincoln mark viii fan

The install looks factory. This diagram is based on a car with a thicker core aftermarket radiator.
If your still using the stock radiator, then you might get by with out having to cut the shroud
thinner. The yellow tabs should be trimmed off. Supplies and Tools: Lincoln Mark VIII electric
fan, radiator ties used to mount tranny coolers to radiator , drill, dremel or jig saw, misc. Its also
almost mandatory that your car be upgraded with a A 3G alternator Note: My afte rmarket
radiator has more fins per inch than stock and made pushing the plastic ties through it very
undesireable, so I put a 1 inch aluminum angle L at the bottom and mounted to it, and attached
the top to the aluminum strip on the radiator. Mount the fan to the L, then mount the the fan to
the radiator at the top and bottom. Make sure it turn freely. First you need to remove your stock
fan, fan clutch, and shroud. Re-install the bolts that held the fan assembly to the water pump
pulley. Check the clearance on the back side of the pulley between the bolts and the water
pump housing. Its not recommended to use more washers as that will leave less room for the
fan motor. Measure the width of your radiator ties. Slip the ties into the holes with the tail
pointing towards the radiator. Now, mount the overflow bottle to the shroud. To use the factory
hardware, hold the clip with a pair of pliers while you tighten the bolt. Hey, it works! You could
buy some grade 8 nuts and bolts Get some help for this part. Test fit the fan and radiator
together in the car. You should have about a half inch clearance between the water pump and
the fan motor. You may need to slide the fan to the left or right to clear the snout of the water
pump. Remember where the fan is placed in order to mount it correctly. Now, gently slide the
ties through the radiator and push the fan tight to the radiator. The fan fits perfectly between the
top and bottom. There should be no part of the fan above or below the radiator. If so, pull it off
and try again. There will probably be around an inch on each side of the shroud between the
tanks, depending on your needs. Once satisfied, slide on the foam pads and the other half of the
ties. Pull the ties snug, but do not over tighten. Snip the excess length of the ties off. Next,
install the fan and radiator combo into the car. Install brackets, overflow connections, and make
sure the fan is secure. Here's another diagram that shows the basics to wiring up a relay and
temp control for this application. For the key on 12V, I spliced into the wiring harness near the
mass air meter. But, there are numerous places to get key on 12V under the hood. Now its time
to get some power. First, familiarize yourself with the wiring of the relay. Then, find a suitable
place to mount the relay. When happy, Run a 10 guage wire from the positive side of the starter
relay to the fan relay. Run another 10 guage wire from the relay to the fan, and some 10 guage
wire from the fan to a good ground. And finally run some 10 guage wire from the relay to a good
ground. The 10 guage wire on the grounds is over kill, but it pays to be safe. Wireloom to taste.
Check everything! When satisfied, place a jumper over the temp module to allow the fan to
come on any time the key is on, and the temp is above the setting of the fan control module.
Check everything again. Remove the jumper. This is what it looks and sounds like at peak RPM
when activated from the installed override switch. All rights reserved. Page 1. In This Article:
Sure to be regarded as the most comprehensive electric fan install on the web or in print.
FordMuscle simplifies the electric fan conversion for your vintage Ford in this step-by-step
article. The controller also includes an override switch and LED feedback showing when low
and high temperature has been reached. I went with a PA Performance 95 amp 3G with one-wire
hook-up. This"self-exciting" alternator only requires the power cable from the starter solenoid
to operate. The voltage regulator is integrated within the alternator itself and is "excited" by the
residual magnetism in the alternator's fields. PA offers a matching fused power cable. With the
correct mods pulley conversion , a factory 3G alternator from the wrecking yard will support a
Mark VIII electric fan as well. Respect me because I'm going to show you how to make one of
the most sensible upgrades you can make to your vintage Ford. The electric fan conversion. If
you really need to know the benefits, fasten a 10 pound weight to a 6 foot piece of rope, find a
large open space, remain in one spot, grab the rope, and begin rotating in circles. Tired yet?
Seriously, if you need more explanation covering the benefits of an electric fan over a
conventional flex-fan or clutched fan, let the FordMuscle article 5. Otherwise, if you've got an
old-school Ford that's still swinging a stock prop and you're willing to take my word for it, read
along and join the new millennium. I finally did. Considering I was expecting to leave with a
late-model Thunderbird fan, this was a pleasant surprise. Mark VIII's were produced from On
this particular day, both Lincolns I came across were models. I was sure to grab the wire
harness for each fan after cutting them back about 10 inches. Once home, I detached the fan
from the motor and gave one of these treasures a good cleaning. Removing the factory shroud
and fan from the Cleveland was a pleasure. With the stock fan removed, something needed to
keep the water pump pulley in place. I grabbed some appropriate grade 8 bolts and locking
washers from the hardware store. There was almost no need to measure the available space for
the new electric fan. This intermediate chassis and Cleveland combination provided ample
room. Many junkyard electric fan conversions require trimming the integrated shroud to fit.

Today, it dropped right in. While I could have installed the Mark VIII fan "as-is", I took the
opportunity to give myself plenty of room for those times when turning the crank over by hand
is necessary. Here, I determined how far the fan protruded into the shroud area. With some
simple woodworking tools, I secured the fan and used a jigsaw to make a nice clean cut. It used
to be that electric radiator fans were low-performance add-ons that maybe pulled a couple of
extra degrees of heat out of overheated muscle cars. But today, they are an integrated part of all
but the most heavy-duty vehicles. There are hundreds of electric radiator fans available in the
boneyard in a variety of sizes, many of which are dictated by space considerations. These fans
move a serious amount of air, which is why they are so popular with car builders. The hero is
obviously the inch, big-dog Lincoln fan, which is still relatively easy to find in the boneyards.
Most of these electric radiator fans operate in two speed modesâ€”high or lowâ€”depending on
coolant temperature. Some however, are only capable of a single speed. A three-pin connector
indicates a two-speed version. The electric fans with only two wires in the connector are the
less desirable single-speed units. Wiring is the area in which some car crafters may need some
help. Rather than simply toggling these electric fans on and off in high-speed mode, there is a
simple and easy way to wire the fan to operate it in both modes, running the high speed only
when necessary. This is especially important when you consider that the fan's high-speed side
demands every bit of the 40 to 42 amps to keep it spinning. This places significant load on the
charging system. Low-speed operation pulls a more conservative 28 amps. Because each
vehicle application is different and car crafters are good at mounting the electric fans, we
focused our attention on the critical aspect of wiring and establishing an efficient switching
mechanism. While you can just hook up a simple toggle switch, that's troglodyte tech. We can
do so much better. Both Delta Current Control and Spal make excellent pulse-width-modulated
PWM fan controllers that can ramp fan speed much like factory computer controllers. These
controllers are a great way to emulate new-car cooling technology in your muscle car, and the
controllers are fairly reasonable. The best version of this system is the three-relay kit that
comes with two temperature sensors. The low-speed sensor triggers the fan at degrees F, while
the second sensor engages the high-speed side of the fan at degrees F. All three relays are
ganged together for easy mounting. We can't emphasize enough the importance of a
high-output alternator to supply the amperage necessary to spin this fan. Plan on using a amp
output alternator to ensure there's plenty of power for all your muscle car's electrical devices.
We covered high-output alternators in the Sept. Close Ad. Jeff Smith writer. Share on Facebook
Share on Twitter. Enter your username: Do you want to login or register? I want to create an
account To login, enter your password: Enter your password: Forgot your password? Stay
logged in. Home What's New? Results 1 to 19 of Join Date Jul Posts 4. I ordered a two speed
mark VIII from a guy that had a few for sale and I got one with the following part numbers on it. I
still do not know for sure but when I put a meter on it and test the three leads going to it the
blue one appears to be the positive one and the two black leads are shorted together based on
resistance checks. I emailed the guy back I bought it from and here is what he had to say. After
reading this I more confused. I just wanted a two speed fan that is a puller. I was thinking that
the motor would have two sets of field windings that made it a two speed fan. I could then use
two good relays and use the EEC to control the fan speeds. Now I have a single speed fan that I
am going to see if I can use. First off is the fan that I have one of the highest capacity ones??
Reason I ask is because I need all the flow I can get when I run the car hard. Secondly who all
makes controllers that I could run this fan off of? I wanted to talk with Brian at DC Control to
make sure I had everything right before I ordered something but he is hard to talk to. Sponsored
Links. Join Date Aug Posts You know, I never did get a straight answer on this but I checked
into the module controller over a year ago when I discovered the same thing. Here's what I
suspect: The temp sensor for the factory Lincoln Mark VIII must provide a type of pulse width to
the fan by providing a slow drop in resistance based on engine temp readings, vehicle speed,
etc. The fan is grounded through this module and the module itself sees constant 12v power
with the ignition on, so when the fan is running, the positive lead for the fan should be dead
UNTIL-either the temp for the motor raises above a preset range, AC circuit is energized, etc.
The factory module appears to be a really well designed PWM controller before anybody else
designed one. Ford has since simplified their fans-see the newer Mustang fans yet? It has a set
of resistors right on the fan just like a GM blower motor motor resistor plug-in, crazy. Gmachinz
Sales and Performance "updating the level of performance Contact Us Welcome to Pro-Touring.
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question. Please enter a question. This engine cooling fan assembly is precision-engineered to
match the fit and performance of the stock radiator fan on specific vehicle years, makes and

models. It has been rigorously tested to ensure it cools as effectively as the original part.
Radiator cooling fans fail for a number of reasons, all stemming from the heat and stress they
endure while trying to cool an engine. Bearings can melt from high temperatures, fan blades
can break, sensors can fail, and mechanical pieces can stop working over time. When radiator
fans don't work correctly, the radiator can't serve its purpose to keep the engine cool. When an
engine overheats, it can cause a number of problems, and make the vehicle inoperable
altogether. That's why replacing a broken radiator fan should be an immediate priority.
Dorman's engine cooling fan assemblies are designed to be a direct replacement for the original
equipment manufacturer's part. That means installation is easier, and the part fits as intended.
Our fan assemblies are also tested to OEM specifications, so you know the part you're putting
on performs as good or better than the part you're taking off. Skip to main content. You can
return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more
about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the
return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Tuesday, March 2 Order within 13 hrs and 59 mins
Details. Only 6 left in stock more on the way. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction
is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. To hide it,
choose Ship in Amazon Packaging at Checkout. Ships from. Sold by. Dorman Engine Coo
Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and
malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts,
labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate
Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or
Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No
Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Visit the Dorman Store. This fits your. Frequently
bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and
sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Sold by
Clipsandfasteners Inc and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Sold by PartsSquare and ships from
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similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? From the manufacturer. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Crawdad Top Contributor: Cycling. Verified Purchase. Your browser does not support HTML5
video. By Crawdad on May 12, Images in this review. Well built, packaged and powerful fan.
When turned on high, it literally sucked in my moving blanket on the floor and shredded it up.
BUT this beast was more like 6 inches deep rather than the 5 inches that Dorman Tech Support
told me about. Couldnt use it. Good luck on your project. Fit perfectly into my Tbrd, exactly the
way the original one did. For about a month it's been working well. On my car the bolts that
secure this to the radiator were somewhat seized. When I turned the first one it tweaked the
radiator and cracked it.. Before I made it worse I got a Dremel and ground the nut off the bolt.
Then I repaired the crack with JB Marine weld after thoroughly cleaning the area. Be very careful
with these bolts unless you want to change the radiator too. If I can edit this later and upload
pictures I will. Perfect fit for my 95 Mercury Cougar. Other reviewers with Thunderbirds and
Lincoln Marks found the same. It moves air very well, keeps the temp guage well in the NORM
zone. On the low speed I cannot hear it running inside the car with windows down. The high
speed is noticeable with windows down, but not when they are up. Fan blade shape slightly
different than stock, but works just as well. Would highly recommend! It does not come with a
wiring pigtail. Bought this fan for my hotrod. It is the 2 speed "3 wire" model that is extremely
popular in the hobby. It measures about 19" high and 26" wide to the plastic tabs. It fits a chevy
radiator nicely. I cut the tabs off and built mounts for it. Great piece. And it moves a huge
amount of air way better than the more expensive flex fans or other electric fans. Worked
perfect to replace my original junkyard fan. High and low speed are great
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